MEMORANDUM

To: Executive Committee of Faculty Council (April 6, 2022)
Faculty Council (April 27, 2022)

From: Professor Julie Audet
Chair, Engineering Graduate Education Committee (EGEC)

Date: April 22, 2022

Re: Creation of Collaborative Specialization in Robotics

REPORT CLASSIFICATION

This is a major policy matter that will be considered by the Executive Committee for endorsing and forwarding to Faculty Council for vote as a regular motion (requiring a simple majority of members present and voting to carry).

PROPOSED

The University of Toronto Robotics Institute, an EDU-C in the Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering, proposes to launch Canada’s first Collaborative Specialization in Robotics, designed to build a structured community of practice that combines engineering and computer science approaches to robotics and its applications, including healthcare, mobility, and advanced manufacturing.

The collaborative specialization will be open initially to MASc/MSc and PhD students from Engineering (UTIAS, BME, ECE and MIE), the Faculty of Arts & Science (Computer Science), the University of Toronto Mississauga, and the Temerty Faculty of Medicine (Rehabilitation Sciences Institute). It will be open to future expansions as other faculties become more involved in the UofT Robotics Institute.

The proposed Collaborative Specialization in Robotics will complement an existing Emphasis in Robotics, which will remain available only to MEng students in FASE.

CONSULTATION PROCESS

The proposed Collaborative Specialization in Robotics was developed in consultation with the participating graduate units. All were in support of the collaborative specialization and no major issues were identified.
RECOMMENDATION FOR COUNCIL

THAT the creation of a Collaborative Specialization in Robotics, as described in Report 3717 Revised, be approved.
# University of Toronto
## New Graduate Collaborative Specialization Major Modification Proposal

This template has been developed in line with the University of Toronto’s Quality Assurance Process. It should be used to bring forward all proposals for new graduate Collaborative Specializations for governance approval under the University of Toronto’s Quality Assurance Process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Name of proposed collaborative specialization:</strong></th>
<th>Collaborative Specialization in Robotics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lead Faculty/academic division:</strong></td>
<td>Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering (UofT Robotics Institute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lead Faculty/academic division contact:</strong></td>
<td>Prof. Julie Audet, Vice Dean Graduate (FASE)  &lt;br&gt;Prof. Tim Barfoot (Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anticipated start date of new collaborative specialization:</strong></td>
<td>September 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version date:</strong></td>
<td>April 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Specialization Rationale

The University of Toronto Robotics Institute, an EDU-C in the Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering, proposes to launch Canada’s first Collaborative Specialization in Robotics, designed to build a structured community of practice that combines engineering and computer science approaches to robotics and its applications, including healthcare, mobility, and advanced manufacturing. The Collaborative Specialization in Robotics will be open initially to MASc/MSc and PhD students from the Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering (FASE), the Faculty of Arts & Science (FAS), the University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM), and the Temerty Faculty of Medicine (FoM); and is open to future expansions as other faculties become more involved in the UofT Robotics Institute.

The proposed Collaborative Specialization in Robotics will complement an existing Emphasis in Robotics, which will remain available to MEng students in FASE.

1.1 Rationale

A Collaborative Specialization in Robotics will improve the robotics graduate student experience at UofT by building a community of practice that combines engineering, computer science, and applied approaches to robotics education. It is founded on the principle that while there are many different applications of robotics (e.g., autonomous vehicles, medicine, advanced manufacturing), there are core concepts and tools (e.g., algorithms) that cut across these applications.

Robotics is a highly competitive field. At least seven major new robotics institutes have launched at universities worldwide since 2013. Almost half of the 30+ universities we examined in a 2017 environmental scan were offering specialized degrees in robotics, with many of the top institutions offering robotics degrees at the graduate level (e.g., Michigan, CMU, Georgia Tech, UCSD, etc.).

Robotics is a highly interdisciplinary field. Computer science, engineering, and the applied and medical sciences each play an integral role in a robotics education; however, the existing Graduate Emphasis in Robotics is not presently available to

---

students outside of FASE who are supervised by robotics-focused faculty. This means that, unlike their engineering counterparts, the growing number of robotics-focused computer science and medical science graduate students at UofT are currently unable to graduate with a robotics designation.

A Collaborative Specialization in Robotics will attract more students to our program, bring our robotics community together, and ensure that our graduates are highly qualified for academic and industry jobs across the range of new application areas currently being transformed by robotics.

1.2 Background

In 2010, and with funding from the FASE Dean’s Strategic Fund (DSF) the Institute for Robotics & Mechatronics (IRM) was formed as an EDU-C to unite robotics research and launch undergraduate and graduate robotics training options within the Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering. IRM subsequently supported and helped launch the undergraduate Engineering Science Major in Robotics, the undergraduate Minor in Robotics & Mechatronics, and the Graduate Emphasis in Robotics.

Recognizing the growing global demand for robotics talent and the increasing relevance of machine learning and AI to the field, in 2017 UTM Vice-President and Principal Ulrich Krull began developing plans to establish a major computer-science focused robotics cluster on the Mississauga campus, including at least five new faculty hires plus facilities to house new robotics labs. That same year, Profs. Barfoot (UTIAS) and Nejat (MIE) struck a Robotics Strategic Planning Committee with members from across Engineering and Computer Science, with the purpose of developing a united vision for robotics at UofT. With the support of FASE Dean Cristina Amon, the committee conducted a competitive analysis, stakeholder surveys with students and industrial collaborators, and held a full-day workshop that brought together 22 UofT faculty and other stakeholders from across FASE and FAS. In 2018, following the committee’s recommendations and final report, the UofT Robotics Strategic Plan, robotics was added to UofT’s strategic research plan, UTM began fundraising and hiring for their new robotics cluster, and plans were made to rebrand IRM as the new cross-divisional University of Toronto Robotics Institute that would unite robotics activities from engineering and computer science under a common banner. The same year, UofT was awarded an NSERC CREATE in Healthcare Robotics (HeRo) — the first robotics-focused graduate training program to cover the entire continuum of care from hospital to home. HeRo provides graduate trainees with an interdisciplinary skill set that intersects
robotics, medicine, and artificial intelligence (AI), while building the soft skills needed to contribute effectively to industry.

The University of Toronto Robotics Institute and HeRo CREATE officially launched in 2019, and the newly launched robotics cluster at UTM has since expanded the number of computer science faculty in robotics at UofT (four new faculty hired at UTM as part of a robotics cluster), the number of computer science graduate courses offered in robotics, and has heavily invested in state-of-the-art facilities on the UTM campus for robotics teaching and research.

In 2021 the Robotics Institute was named as one of UofT’s Institutional Strategic Initiatives (ISI) by OVPRI, supported by FAS, FASE, and UTM. One of the core objectives of the Robotics ISI is to establish the Collaborative Specialization in Robotics within the three-year mandate of the ISI program. Other ISI objectives that are complementary to the Collaborative Specialization include:

- Establishing a Collaborative Pre-Seed Research Fund to support exploratory research collaborations with core Robotics Institute members across divisions.
- Establishing an International Doctoral Cluster in Robotics. Leveraging UofT’s internal International Doctoral Cluster program, we aim to establish a global robotics research alliance with key university partners in order to maximize research impact and aid student mobility.
- Launching a Robotics Leadership Training Program to boost the service leadership, science communication and outreach capacity of our students.
- Working with Advancement teams at FASE and UTM to raise funds to support training and research activities, including scholarships and student awards.

2 Participating Programs, Degrees and Names of Units

Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering
- Aerospace Science and Engineering, MASc, PhD, University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS)
- Biomedical Engineering, MASc, PhD, Institute of Biomedical Engineering (BME)
- Electrical and Computer Engineering, MASc, PhD, The Edward S. Rogers Sr. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE)
- Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, MASc, PhD, Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering (MIE)
Faculty of Arts & Science
- Computer Science, MSc, PhD, Department of Computer Science (DCS), including graduate students affiliated with UTM

Temerty Faculty of Medicine
- Rehabilitation Sciences, MSc PhD, Rehabilitation Science Institute (RSI)

3 Objectives, Added Value for Students

Academic Objectives
Currently, there is no formal program in robotics available to research-stream graduate students in Canada. We aim to achieve the following with this collaborative specialization:
- Provide a common designation for all research-stream graduate students in robotics at the University.
- Complement a student’s research thesis and coursework with an additional breadth of knowledge component in robotics through a common seminar-style course, events, and professional development skills.

Anticipated Demand
Enrollment in robotics courses and completions of robotics degree programs at both the undergraduate and graduate levels has been steadily rising.

The below infographic summarizes the demand for the Robotics Graduate Emphasis, the undergraduate Engineering Science Major and the undergraduate Minor in Robotics & Mechatronics over the last few years. All of these programs have a general growth trend.
The below graphic shows the total enrolment of robotics-themed students across all programs at the University.
Over 90% of the UofT graduate students we surveyed in our 2017 environmental scan said it would be more appealing to come to UofT for graduate school if we offered a graduate degree in robotics. Other student recommendations included:

- Expanding the number of graduate courses offered in robotics.
- Creating more learning opportunities at the intersection of engineering and computer science (artificial intelligence).

Based on the number of graduate trainees who are supervised by our core robotics faculty (estimated as 15 faculty * eight students), at steady state we anticipate that roughly 100 students will be enrolled in the collaborative specialization at any given time, with roughly one-third graduating with the designation each year (average dwell time of MASc = two and PhD = four years).

**Common Learning Experience for Students**

We believe it is valuable for our robotics graduate students, whether they work on robotic surgery or unmanned aerial vehicles, to have a broad perspective on what robotics does beyond their current focus. The Collaborative Specialization in Robotics will add value by providing additional breadth of knowledge in robotics through a seminar-style course, events bringing students together, and professional skills development (e.g., our new leadership course). By providing these breadth components beyond the research thesis and courses and marking it with a designation on the transcript, we also hope to add value in terms of providing a “seal of approval” for students as they seek our jobs in the robotics sector; companies will come to recognize our Collaborative Specialization in Robotics designation with students who come with both deep technical skills as well as a broad perspective of what robotics is and could be in the future.

**How this collaborative specialization is similar/different from other collaborative specialization programs at UofT**

The [Collaborative Specialization in Psychology and Engineering](#) (PsychEng) includes human factors, as well as interactions between psychology and artificial intelligence. Our focus is on core robotics students. There could be a minor overlap between our proposed collaborative specialization and the PsychEng one in the area of human-robot interaction, but we see this as a positive, and those students could choose which collaborative specialization better suits their interests.
4 Admission & Specialization Requirements

- Students who have completed the collaborative specialization at the master’s level will not be eligible to enrol in it again during their PhD.

- A robotics-focused research thesis.
  Topic to be deemed suitable by the Robotics Collaborative Specialization Committee through consultation with the participant’s supervisor. Student to be supervised by a faculty member associated with the Collaborative Specialization in Robotics (these will be the core and affiliated faculty of the UofT Robotics Institute).

- ROB1830Y: Seminar-style course (0.0 FCE, CR/NCR) of UofT professors and invited academic/industry speakers (e.g., from the UofT Robotics Institute seminar series) covering all application areas of robotics.

  Excerpt from new course proposal: This is a seminar-style course where students will attend at least 8 talks from a wide variety of robotics experts. The seminar series is already being delivered by the University of Toronto Robotics Institute and provides students with opportunities to learn about areas of robotics outside their thesis research. Speakers will be both internal robotics professors as well as external visitors from other universities and industry. The proposed course formalizes attendance of this seminar series as part of a larger plan to establish a Collaborative Specialization in Robotics. All seminars will be delivered either online or in hybrid delivery mode to allow attendance by students on any campus.

  Students will be required to participate (by giving a talk) in at least one UofT Robotics Institute workshop event (there are a few offered each year on a specific topic such as Autonomous Vehicles, Manufacturing/Manipulation, Healthcare Robotics (HeRo) Summer Institute, 3MT Thesis Competition).

  This course cannot be used to fulfill the degree requirements of any individual program and must be on top of those; it will only be available to participants in the collaborative specialization.
Participants will be required to attend eight seminars as part of the collaborative specialization.

The course will be a “continuous” format course and therefore students can take multiple years to complete the eight seminars.

This course will be offered in hybrid delivery mode, meaning all students will be able to attend the seminars “live” from wherever they are and wherever the speaker is.

- Completion of one graduate half-course (0.5FCE) in robotics, chosen from any of the four groups listed below. The CS will encourage instructors of these courses to offer hybrid delivery modes wherever possible to allow students from all campuses to participate in whichever courses are the most useful to them, regardless of campus affiliation.

**Group 1: Planning and Control**
- AER1516H, AER1517H
  ECE557H (exclusion: ECE410H), ECE1619H, ECE1635H, ECE1636H ECE1647H,
  ECE1653H, ECE1657H
  MIE1064H, MIE1068H

**Group 2: Perception and Learning**
- AER1513H, AER1515H
  CSC2503H, CSC2506H, CSC2515H, CSC2541H, CSC2548H
  ECE516H, ECE521H, ECE1511H, ECE1512H
  JEB1433H
  ROB501H

**Group 3: Modelling and Dynamics**
- AER506H, AER1503H, AER1512H
  JEB1444H
  MIE1001H
Group 4: Systems Design and Integration

- AER525H (exclusion: ECE470H), AER1216H, AER1217H
  CSC2621H
  MIE505H, MIE506H, MIE1070H, MIE1075H, MIE1076H, MIE1080H MIE1809H
  ROB521H, ROB1514H, REH2000H

- (Optional) Completion of one professional development activity from the following list:
  - New Robotics Leadership program (will be part of the Robotics ISI)
  - Prospective Professors in Training program (we may offer a robotics-specific session)
  - Entrepreneurship activity (CDL, Start, Hatchery)
  - One-semester Internship with robotics company
  - We considered making this mandatory but feel it may be too heavy for some students and prefer to provide it as a suggestion at the moment.

Verification of Completion of Specialization Requirements

All students enrolled in the Collaborative Specialization in Robotics must complete the specific course requirements of the collaborative specialization, in addition to or within those requirements for the degree program in their home graduate unit, where possible. The collaborative specialization director is responsible for certifying the completion of the collaborative specialization requirements, with recommendations from the Robotics Collaborative Specialization Committee. The home graduate unit is solely responsible for the approval of the student’s home degree requirements.

Table 1: Comparison of Grad Emphasis (existing) and Collaborative Specialization (proposed) Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grad Emphasis in Robotics</th>
<th>Collaborative Specialization in Robotics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eligible Students</td>
<td>FASE (UTIAS, ECE, MIE, BME): MEng</td>
<td>FASE (UTIAS, ECE, MIE, BME): PhD, MASc FAS (DCS): PhD, MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thesis Requirement</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar Course</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Courses</td>
<td>4 in 2 categories from list</td>
<td>1 from list in any category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Development</td>
<td>Optional Activities</td>
<td>Optional Activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SGS Calendar Entry**

**Robotics**

**Lead Faculty**
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering

**Participating Degree Programs**
- Aerospace Science and Engineering — MASc, PhD
- Biomedical Engineering — MASc, PhD
- Computer Science — MSc, PhD
- Electrical and Computer Engineering — MASc, PhD
- Mechanical and Industrial Engineering — MASc, PhD
- Rehabilitation Science — MSc, PhD

**Supporting Units**
- University of Toronto Robotics Institute
- University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies

**Overview**
The graduate programs listed above participate in the Collaborative Specialization (CS) in Robotics, which aims at building a structured community of practice that combines engineering and computer science approaches to robotics.

The CS in Robotics is designed to foster cross-disciplinary training and collaboration across diverse departments at the University. Upon successful completion of the degree requirements of the participating home graduate unit and the CS, students will receive the notation “Completed Collaborative Specialization in Robotics” on their transcript.
Contact and Address
Web: https://robotics.utoronto.ca/
Email: robotics@utoronto.ca
Telephone: TBD
Fax: TBD

Timothy Barfoot
Collaboration Specialization in Robotics
University of Toronto Robotics Institute
Myhal Centre for Engineering Innovation & Entrepreneurship
55 St. George Street
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A4
Canada

Master’s Level

Admission Requirements
• Applicants must meet the admission requirements of both the home graduate unit and the collaborative specialization (CS).
• Applicants must apply to and be admitted to both the CS and a participating research-stream master’s degree program.
• Applicants must be supervised by a core faculty member of the collaborative specialization (list can be found on collaborative specialization website).

Specialization Requirements
• Students must meet the degree requirements of the School of Graduate Studies, the participating home graduate program, and the CS.
• The student’s thesis in their home graduate program must be in the area of robotics.
• The plan of study will include at least 0.5 full-course equivalent (FCE):
  Courses will be offered through the CS and participating graduate units.
  Students must take one half course recognized by the CS (see the course list section) to total 0.5 FCE.
  Students must complete ROB1830Y, the Robotics Seminar Series (0.0 FCE, Credit/No Credit) in addition to their home program requirement; offered through UTIAS
Doctoral Level

Admission Requirements

- Applicants must meet the admission requirements of both the home graduate unit and the collaborative specialization (CS).
- Applicants must apply to and be admitted to both the CS and participating doctoral degree program.
- Applicants must be supervised by a core faculty member of the CS (list can be found on collaborative specialization website).
- Students who have completed the CS at the master’s level are not eligible to take it during their PhD program.

Specialization Requirements

- Students must meet the degree requirements of the School of Graduate Studies, the participating home graduate program, and the CS.
- The student’s thesis in their home graduate program must be in the area of robotics.
- The plan of study will include at least 0.5 full course equivalent (FCE):
  
  *Courses will be offered through the CS and participating graduate units.*
  
  *Students must complete one half course recognized by the CS (see the course list section) to total 0.5 FCE.*
  
  *Students must complete ROB1830Y, the Robotics Seminar Series (0.0 FCE, Credit/No Credit) in addition to their home program requirement; offered through UTIAS*
5 Degree Level Expectations, Program Learning Outcomes & Program Structure

A collaborative specialization is intended to provide an additional multidisciplinary experience for students enrolled in, and completing the requirements of a degree program. The requirements for the Collaborative Specialization in Robotics are in addition to the degree requirements and are not meant to extend the student’s time to degree.

Table 1: Master's DLEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER’S DEGREE-LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents [OCAV] DLEs)</th>
<th>MASTER’S PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES</th>
<th>HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPECTATIONS: This Collaborative Specialization in Robotics is awarded to students who have demonstrated:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Depth and Breadth of Knowledge
A systematic understanding of knowledge, and a critical awareness of current problems and/or new insights, much of which is at, or informed by, the forefront of the academic discipline, field of study, or area of professional practice.

Depth and breadth of knowledge is defined in Robotics as the ability to:
- Describe and apply fundamental knowledge in electromechanical systems design.
- Describe and apply fundamental knowledge in physics-based mathematical modeling and control.
- Describe and apply fundamental knowledge in sub-fields of artificial intelligence, including but not limited to

The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for depth and breadth of knowledge are:
- Completion of a set number of graduate courses in robotics that must fulfill a set of breadth requirements.
- Completion of a core one-semester course available only to participants of the program, which includes a seminar series of UofT professors and invited
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER’S DEGREE-LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents [OCAV] DLEs)</th>
<th>MASTER’S PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES</th>
<th>HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| reasoning and planning, machine learning, computer vision and graphics. | academic/industry speakers covering all application areas of robotics (ROB1830Y)  
• Thesis in the area of Robotics | |

2. **Research and Scholarship**  
A conceptual understanding and methodological competence that i) Enables a working comprehension of how established techniques of research and inquiry are used to create and interpret knowledge in the discipline; ii) Enables a critical evaluation of current research and advanced research and scholarship in the discipline or area of professional competence; and iii) Enables a treatment of complex issues and judgments based on established principles and techniques; and, on the basis of that competence, has shown at least one of the following: i) The development and support of a sustained Research and Scholarship is defined in Robotics as the ability to:  
• Synthesize, describe and analyze relevant existing literature from journal or conference publications.  
• Identify the historical evolution and lineage of proposed methods, and attribute credit accordingly.  
• Describe and analyze fundamental methods (e.g., statistical hypothesis testing) for empirically evaluating the performance of proposed methods.  
The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for research and scholarship are:  
• Mandatory submission of a robotics-focused thesis.  
• The student needs to be supervised by a faculty member associated with the Robotics Collaborative Specialization.  
• Final course projects, which are part of most graduate-level courses in robotics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER’S DEGREE-LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents [OCAV] DLEs)</th>
<th>MASTER’S PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES</th>
<th>HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| argument in written form; or ii) Originality in the application of knowledge. | Mainly covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program. Application of knowledge is defined in Robotics as the ability to:  
• Identify which abstractions and methods developed in robotics can apply to a set of constraints imposed by an application domain.  
• Identify the limitations, risks, and ethical issues involved in the deployment and application of robotics technologies in the application domains mentioned above. | The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for level and application of knowledge are:  
• Mandatory submission of a robotics-focused thesis.  
• The student needs to be supervised by a faculty member associated with the Robotics Collaborative Specialization.  
• Mandatory participation in the regular UofT Robotics Institute seminar series of invited external speakers.  
• Completion of a core one-semester course available only to participants of the program, which is the Robotics Seminar Series, which covers many application areas of robotics. |

3. Level of Application of Knowledge  
Competence in the research process by applying an existing body of knowledge in the critical analysis of a new question or of a specific problem or issue in a new setting.
### 4. Professional Capacity/Autonomy
- The qualities and transferable skills necessary for employment requiring i) The exercise of initiative and of personal responsibility and accountability; and ii) Decision-making in complex situations;
- The intellectual independence required for continuing professional development;
- The ethical behavior consistent with academic integrity and the use of appropriate guidelines and procedures for responsible conduct of research; and
- The ability to appreciate the broader implications of applying knowledge to particular contexts.

Mainly covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program. Professional Capacity/Autonomy is defined in Robotics as the ability to:
- Function effectively as a member or leader in multi-disciplinary teams and settings.
- Demonstrate accountability and responsibility, and provide, receive, and act on constructive feedback from peers and supervisors.

The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for professional capacity/autonomy are:
- Mandatory submission of a robotics-focused thesis.
- The student needs to be supervised by a faculty member associated with the Robotics Collaborative Specialization.
- Final course projects, which are part of most graduate-level courses in robotics.

### 5. Level of Communications Skills
The ability to communicate ideas, issues and conclusions clearly.

Mainly covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program.

The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for level of communication skills are:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER’S DEGREE-LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents [OCAV] DLEs)</th>
<th>MASTER’S PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES</th>
<th>HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Communication Skills are defined in Robotics as the ability to:  
• Present technical problems and solutions to robotics research and general audiences, regardless of whether they have expertise in the specific problem or not.  
• Demonstrate concise and accurate technical writing in reports, documentation, and research papers. | | • Final course projects, which are part of most graduate-level courses in robotics.  
• Mandatory submission of a robotics-focused thesis.  
• The student needs to be supervised by a faculty member associated with the Robotics Collaborative Specialization. |
| **6. Awareness of Limits of Knowledge**  
Cognizance of the complexity of knowledge and of the potential contributions of other interpretations, methods, and disciplines. | Mainly covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program |
Table 2: Doctoral DLEs (including direct-entry PhD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCTORAL DEGREE LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents (OCAV) DLEs)</th>
<th>DOCTORAL PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES</th>
<th>HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This Collaborative Specialization in Robotics extends the skills associated with the Master’s degree and is awarded to students who have demonstrated:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **1. Depth and Breadth of Knowledge**  
A thorough understanding of a substantial body of knowledge that is at the forefront of their academic discipline or area of professional practice. | Same as for MSc students in Table 1.  
Also covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program | The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for depth and breadth of knowledge are:  
Same as for MSc students in Table 1. |
| **1. Research and Scholarship**  
• The ability to conceptualize, design, and implement research for the generation of new knowledge, applications, or understanding at the forefront of the discipline, and to adjust the research design or methodology in the light of unforeseen problems; | Same as for MSc students in Table 1.  
Also covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program | The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for research and scholarship are:  
Same as for MSc students in Table 1. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCTORAL DEGREE LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents (OCAV) DLEs)</th>
<th>DOCTORAL PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES</th>
<th>HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The ability to make informed judgments on complex issues in specialist fields, sometimes requiring new methods; and • The ability to produce original research, or other advanced scholarship, of a quality to satisfy peer review, and to merit publication.</td>
<td>Same as for MSc students in Table 1. Also covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program</td>
<td>The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for level of application of knowledge are: Same as for MSc students in Table 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Level of Application of Knowledge The capacity to i) Undertake pure and/or applied research at an advanced level; and ii) Contribute to the development of academic or professional skills, techniques, tools, practices, ideas, theories, approaches, and/or materials.</td>
<td>Same as for MSc students in Table 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Professional Capacity/Autonomy • The qualities and transferable skills necessary for employment requiring the exercise of personal responsibility and largely autonomous initiative in complex situations;</td>
<td>Mainly covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program Same as for MSc students in Table 1.</td>
<td>The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for professional capacity/autonomy are: Same as for MSc students in Table 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DOCTORAL DEGREE LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents (OCAV) DLEs)

- The intellectual independence to be academically and professionally engaged and current;
- The ethical behavior consistent with academic integrity and the use of appropriate guidelines and procedures for responsible conduct of research; and
- The ability to evaluate the broader implications of applying knowledge to particular contexts.

### DOCTORAL PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

4. **Level of Communication Skills**  
The ability to communicate complex and/or ambiguous ideas, issues and conclusions clearly and effectively.

| Same as for MSc students in Table 1. |
| Mainly covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program |

5. **Awareness of Limits of Knowledge**  
An appreciation of the limitations of one’s own work and discipline, of the complexity of knowledge, and of the

| Same as for MSc students in Table 1. |
| Mainly covered through the program learning outcomes of the home program |

### HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

- The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for level of communication skills are:
  - Same as for MSc students in Table 1.
- The program design and requirement elements that ensure these student outcomes for awareness of limits of knowledge are:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCTORAL DEGREE LEVEL EXPECTATIONS (based on the Ontario Council of Academic Vice Presidents (OCAV) DLEs)</th>
<th>DOCTORAL PROGRAM LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES</th>
<th>HOW THE PROGRAM DESIGN AND REQUIREMENT ELEMENTS SUPPORT THE ATTAINMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>potential contributions of other interpretations, methods, and disciplines.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Same as for MSc students in Table 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence in the research process by applying an existing body of knowledge in the critical analysis of a new question or of a specific problem or issue in a new setting.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Assessment of Learning

The stated learning objectives will be assessed primarily through standard departmental mechanisms for course performance assessment (e.g., assignments, final project, presentations, exams), as well as already established mechanisms for robotics-focused thesis defenses, where the PhD committee typically includes robotics faculty associated with this collaborative specialization from both engineering and computer science.

The faculty (co-)supervisor(s) will assume the primary responsibility for monitoring and assessing how well the student is performing relative to the expected learning objectives and degree-level expectations, however, the PhD committee, the MASc committee, and the external MSc thesis reader, will also share partial responsibility to provide assessments of the student’s progress throughout their degree.

The Collaborative Specialization in Robotics will include mechanisms for tracking attendance and participation of students in the core graduate seminar course in robotics, for both engineering and computer science students. It will also coordinate with SGS regarding the student’s completion of all program requirements in their graduate unit.

7 Resources

The core faculty members in the Collaborative Specialization in Robotics are available to students in the home program as advisors or supervisors. If a student’s program includes a thesis, it is expected that a core faculty member in the student’s home department will be involved in thesis supervision. Core faculty members contribute to the collaborative specialization through teaching of the core course(s) and participating in the delivery of seminar series and other common learning elements. Some faculty may teach courses in the subject area of the collaborative specialization in the home program. Not all core faculty members are active in the collaborative specialization every year and, in many cases, simply may remain available to interested students. The list of core faculty members is available in Appendix B. Each participating degree program contributes to the collaborative specialization through student enrolments, although not necessarily every year.

Each collaborative specialization has a director and a specialization committee. Together they are responsible for admitting students to the collaborative specialization and ensuring that the faculty associated with the program have the capacity to supervise all
program students. Consequently, an assessment of supervisory capacity occurs twice: once when students are admitted to their home degree program and once on their application to the collaborative specialization.

The University finds that the participation in a collaborative specialization does not normally add significantly to a faculty member’s supervisory load. For the most part, students in the collaborative specialization will continue to have their thesis or major research project supervised by a faculty member in their home program who also participates in the collaborative specialization.

UTIAS will administer the core seminar course ROB1830Y which will be offered in a hybrid format with support from FASE’s Edtech office.

Please see Appendix B for a list, by program, of core graduate faculty.

8 Administration

Please see Appendix C: Memorandum of Agreement.

9 Governance Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps and Approvals</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development and consultation with unit(s)</td>
<td>Fall 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation with Dean’s Office (and VPAP)</td>
<td>Fall 2021-Winter 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate unit approval</td>
<td>Winter 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty/divisional governance</td>
<td>April 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission to Provost’s Office</td>
<td>April 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report to Committee on Academic Programs &amp; Policy</td>
<td>Spring 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report to Ontario Quality Council</td>
<td>Spring 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A: Collaborative Specialization Requirements & Degree Program Requirements

Please provide the following information for each participating program. The purpose is to clarify how the Collaborative Specialization requirements are accommodated within each participating program.

Following the format below, please explain if the collaborative specialization requirements are in addition to the home program requirements or if they may be counted towards regular home program requirements. State explicitly, for example, “The core course (X FCE) may be counted as one of the electives.”

For collaborative specialization students in a degree program that requires a thesis or major research paper, the topic should be in the area of the collaborative specialization. For students in a coursework-only master’s degree program, at least 30% of the courses for the home degree must be in the area of the collaborative specialization—this includes the core course for the collaborative specialization (please see the Quality Assurance Framework “Collaborative Specialization” definition for more details). It is not necessary to reiterate all the requirements for each degree program.

Students who have completed the collaborative specialization at the master’s level are not eligible to take it during their PhD.

University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies:

- **PhD in Aerospace Science and Engineering**

  **PhD requirements:**
  - 2.0 FCEs total coursework
  - 1.0 FCEs required to be AER or ROB courses
  - 1.0 FCEs elective space for courses

  0.5 FCE (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.
• PhD in Aerospace Science and Engineering (Transfer)

PhD requirements:  
3.5 FCEs total coursework  
2.5 FCEs already completed during the  
MASc program. At least half of the required  
FCEs must be from AER or ROB courses.  
0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may  
be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement.  
The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home  
program requirements.

• PhD in Aerospace Science and Engineering (Direct-Entry)

PhD requirements:  
3.5 FCEs total coursework. At least half of  
the required FCEs must be courses with AER  
or ROB designators.  
0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may  
be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement.  
The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home  
program requirements.

• MASc in Aerospace Science and Engineering

MASc requirements:  
2.5 FCEs total coursework  
0.5 FCE required course (AER1800H);  
0.5 FCE from AER or ROB courses  
1.5 FCEs elective space for coursework  
0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may  
be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement.  
The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home  
program requirements.

Institute of Biomedical Engineering:

• PhD in Biomedical Engineering

PhD requirements:  
1.0 FCEs total coursework  
1.0 FCE of required core courses  
0.0 FCEs elective space for courses  
0.5 FCE (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization would  
be taken in addition to the total FCE home program requirements. The  
seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home
program requirements.

- **PhD in Biomedical Engineering (Transfer from MASc)**
  
  **PhD requirements:** 3.0 FCE: 2.0 FCEs total coursework at the master’s level plus 1.0 FCE at the PhD level
  
  1.0 FCE of required core courses (usually completed at the master’s level)
  
  1.0 FCEs elective space for PhD courses
  
  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **PhD in Biomedical Engineering (direct-entry)**
  
  **PhD requirements:** 3.0 FCE total coursework
  
  1.0 FCE of required core courses
  
  2.0 FCEs elective space for courses
  
  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **MASc in Biomedical Engineering**
  
  **MASc requirements:** 2.0 FCEs total coursework
  
  1.0 FCE of required core courses
  
  1.0 FCEs elective space for coursework
  
  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.
The Edward S. Rogers Sr. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering:

- **PhD in Electrical and Computer Engineering**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  
  - 2.5 FCEs total coursework
  - 2.5 FCEs elective space for courses
  
  0.5 FCE (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted as electives—no additional courses are required.

- **PhD in Electrical and Computer Engineering (Transfer)**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  
  - 4.0 FCEs total coursework: 2.5 FCE at MASc level and 1.5 FCE at PhD level.
  - 2.5 FCEs elective space for courses
  
  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **PhD in Electrical and Computer Engineering (Direct-Entry)**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  
  - 4.0 FCEs total coursework
  - 2.5 FCEs elective space for courses
  
  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **MASc in Electrical and Computer Engineering**
  
  **MASc requirements:**
  
  - 2.5 FCEs total coursework
  - 2.5 FCEs elective space for coursework
  
  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering:

- **PhD in Mechanical and Industrial Engineering**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  - 2.5 FCEs total coursework
  - 2.5 FCEs elective space for courses

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **PhD in Mechanical and Industrial Engineering (Transfer)**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  - 3.5 FCEs total coursework
  - 3.5 FCEs elective space for courses

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **PhD in Mechanical and Industrial Engineering (Direct-Entry)**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  - 3.5 FCEs total coursework
  - 3.5 FCEs elective space for courses

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **MASc in Mechanical and Industrial Engineering**
  
  **MASc requirements:**
  - 2.0 FCEs total coursework
  - 2.0 FCEs elective space for coursework

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.
Department of Computer Science:

- **PhD in Computer Science**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  2.0 FCEs total coursework in 4 different areas of methodologies
  2.0 FCEs elective space for courses

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **MSc in Computer Science**
  
  **MSc requirements:**
  2.0 FCEs total coursework in 3 different areas of methodologies
  2.0 FCEs elective space for coursework

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **PhD in Computer Science**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  2.0 FCEs total coursework in 4 different areas of methodologies
  2.0 FCEs elective space for courses

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **PhD in Computer Science (Direct-Entry)**
  
  **PhD requirements:**
  4.0 FCEs total coursework in 4 different areas of methodologies
  4.0 FCEs elective space for courses

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the home program FCE coursework requirement. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.
Rehabilitation Science Institute:

- **PhD in Rehabilitation Sciences**
  
  **PhD Requirements:**
  
  - 2.0 FCE total coursework
  - 1.5 FCE total course requirements
  - 0.5 core course (REH 3001)
  - 1.0 elective space for courses (0.5 in advanced methods or statistics and 0.5 in area related to project)

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the FCE coursework requirement if approved by the home program. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **PhD in Rehabilitation Sciences (Direct-Entry)**
  
  **PhD Requirements:**
  
  - 3.5 FCE total coursework
  - 3.0 FCE core courses
  - 0.5 FCE as an advanced research methods course

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the FCE coursework requirement if approved by the home program. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.

- **MSc in Rehabilitation Sciences**
  
  **MSc Requirements:**
  
  - 2.5 FCE total course requirements
  - 1.0 FCE core courses (REH1100 and REH2001)
  - 1.0 FCE elective space for courses (0.5 in research methods and statistics and 0.5 in area related to research)

  0.5 FCEs (coursework) required for the collaborative specialization may be counted towards the FCE coursework requirement if approved by the home program. The seminar ROB1830Y (0.0 FCE) must be taken in addition to the home program requirements.
Appendix B: Core Faculty Research Synopses

Note for proponents: Please provide a full list of all faculty who intend to participate in the collaborative specialization from each participating degree program. In each instance, provide two to four recent publications that show active engagement in the field.

Core faculty members are those who are eligible to teach and/or supervise in the collaborative specialization, as appropriate. Core faculty members must hold graduate faculty membership in one of the participating degree programs. The process of identifying a graduate faculty member as a collaborative specialization core faculty member is initiated by the faculty member or the collaborative specialization director. Both the faculty member’s home graduate unit chair or director and the collaborative specialization director must agree, as well as the faculty member involved. The collaborative specialization director is responsible for maintaining records of agreements concerning assignment of core faculty members to the collaborative specialization. Formal cross-appointments to the graduate faculty are not required for core faculty members.

There must be at least one faculty member listed from each participating graduate program. Collaborative specialization students must have a core collaborative specialization graduate faculty member from the student’s home graduate unit as a supervisor, where a supervisor is required.

All teaching staff identified as members of the collaborative specialization are core faculty of the participating approved graduate programs and have been approved by the chair or director of their home unit for cross-appointment to the collaborative specialization. In bringing forward a proposal for a new collaborative specialization, the concern is that, in addition to being approved members of the graduate teaching staff, all proposed faculty be active in the area of the collaborative specialization. This list highlights peer review publications by the approved faculty members in the collaborative specialization area.
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies:

1. **Tim Barfoot**

2. **Steven Waslander**

3. **Angela Schoellig**

4. **Jonathan Kelly**

5. **Gabriele D’Eleuterio**

**Institute of Biomedical Engineering:**

1. Alex Mihailidis  

2. Milos Popovic  

3. Jose Zariffa  

**Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering:**

1. Yu Sun  
2. **Xinyu Liu**

3. **Goldie Nejat**

4. **Eric Diller**

**The Edward S. Rogers Sr. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering:**

1. **Mireille Broucke**

2. **Manfredi Maggiore**

**UTM/Department of Computer Science:**

1. **Jessica Burgner-Kahrs**

2. **Florian Shkurti**

3. **Animesh Garg**

4. **Igor Gilitschenski**

5. **Raquel Urtasun**

Rehabilitation Sciences Institute:

1. Alex Mihailidis

2. Milos Popovic

3. Rosalie Wang
   Sdfasdf10.010.1080/10.1080/17483107.2021.1983654
4. Jose Zariffa